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they also have some wonderful portraits of people who died while owning slaves. look at that guy with his hair "crowned" with the white hood. and that one looks like atticus finch in the movie to kill a mockingbird. a permanent exhibit on “america’s first family” and “finest family from lincolnton, nc” features the children and
grandchildren of the original america family. the story of the people of the first family is told through the lives and works of members of the family through the ages. the “finest family from lincolnton” exhibits how the work and artistic abilities of descendants of thomas calloway, one of the lincolnton five, carried on his memory. the baby
shop features a collection of dollhouses which visitors are invited to play inside and imagine how life was lived at the time. what kind of baby was yours? little nell is carrying a stool in her trunk. she's a perfect image of balance and order. maybe it's the emergent order that attracts us. before you pick up your free admission, check out
the 14th annual baldwin’s club membership campaign , a terrific fundraising event that benefits the museum. through september 30, 2012, members save 10% on their admission pass, and if you join before august 31, 2012, they'll kick in a dollar. it's a steep discount, but also a tremendous opportunity to get into the museum and taste
some of the best coffee in the world. and now for some of the year's only events: the monthly portrait coffee tasting, live art demonstrations every thursday night, and the weekly artist’s crayons! no need to wait until the holidays to celebrate your “arts and crafty” family with a special lunch together.
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the portrait coffee 4.0.28's thermal sensor is functioning correctly, and the dedicated digital thermal sensor seems to be working as well. the readings are stable and there doesn't appear to be any variance between the two sensors, and temperatures are consistent throughout the whole range. there is a range between 87c and 41c, and
the machine even shuts off when it's too hot. the screen backlight changes between being warm to being cool as it approaches its limit, indicating that the thermal sensor is still working properly. on the whole the unit is a pretty sleek and modern machine with great aesthetics. one gripe is that the apple logo and the name of the laptop
is slightly shinier, and that the speaker and the portrait logo are as glossy as the rest of the apple logo in the dock. however, the volume slider is very solid and the machine itself is silent and completely transparent, so the minor design glitches don't affect its functionality. the case is sturdy and well built, although the buttons are a little

hard to press, especially when trying to move the screen to landscape from portrait mode. with the people of independence exhibit running, students are familiar with the 18th century period style of portraits. for the people of independence exhibit, the portrait writing and drawing team incorporated a more contemporary style. the
backgrounds, clothing, and props were tailored to make the subjects more vivid. design teams demonstrated this in the various pieces they created. given that portrait teams are collaborating on a single project, each team is being guided by a different idea or inspiration. after careful deliberation, each team selected a different person

to represent the unique inspiration each member of the team brought to the work. diana tocco, brandi botow, sophie olsen, and sophie housel (who does photography at small businesses, including daniels inc., the return address on the packaging of portrait coffees) represented inspiration in the people of independence exhibit.
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